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There is no doubt that marketing communication is one of the parts of business which is considered the key to competitive advantage. But as there is different attitude in definitions in understanding of components that are involved – this paper raise a problem that it is needed to be analyzed, compared in theory and practice. Methodology consists of literature analysis and synthesis and analysis of two companies. Results show that companies usually choose and adapt different elements of marketing communication that are presented in literature and get great results in communication with customers, public and it encourages to do more research and to find out the reason of this success – what are the success factors if it is not the specific set of elements.

Problem. Integrated Marketing Communications (IMC) is one of the most important nowadays’ promotional practices, incorporating various different types of promotional elements, referred as the promotional mixes. Due to the different views of separate authors analyzing and defining these elements, various promotional mixes, including various elements occur.

Despite the differences in definitions, the purposes of all promotional mixes stay the same – provision of a set of tools used for promotion that could be adhered to certain situations in the market. These situations could be defined depending on various factors, such as stages in
company’s product’s life cycle, company’s willingness to communicate with its customers, companies will to maintain long-term relationships with its customers, etc.

Nowadays marketing communications is considered as one of the part of business which is considered the key competitive advantage of marketing and supervised by the companies with the highest level of interest.

As Integrated Marketing Communications is proclaimed to be a key competitive advantage of marketing, there occur discussions about the reasons of the emergence and growth of IMC. Philip J. Kitchen [1] provides the following factors as the reason for:
1. Movement of marketing budget below-the-line – away from mass media advertising.
2. Media explosion and accompanying fragmentation.
4. Greater segmentation and emergence of niche and unitary markets.
5. A revolution in information technology which is still sweeping the world.
6. More development of, easier access to, and usage of huge consumer databases that effectively underpin marketing communication of all types.
7. The importance of reinforcing consumer loyalty via relationship marketing.
8. The importance of building and increasing a brand’s image based equity.
9. Generally, the brand was recognized as the primary driver of corporate success.
11. The spread of multinationalization and globalism, supported by economic and political means.

As Integrated Marketing Communications is a set of tools (elements) used in order to reach the customer, there is no doubt that earlier, at the very beginning these tools could had been not combined but used and understood as separate instruments for product or service promotion. But as communication is defined as a transactional process (not processes) between two or more parties, the set of IMC tools was defined as promotional mix and the companies began combining the elements of promotional mix in the promotion process of their product.

Marketing communication mix elements provide information that is important add value to a product or service from both sides – buyer (consumer) and the company (provider) as customers gain information about products or services and the company attracts more customers to buy, influences the demand of the product or service and in that case gets more profits, as the customer gains pleasure by observing that purchase.

According to the studies of the 1990’s provided by Kitchen, there were four points defining the benefits of IMC:
- Increased communications impact.
- Higher level of effectiveness of creative ideas.
- Provision of greater communication consistency.
- Improved client return on communication investment.

Because the IMC emerged so successfully and is combined of a set of different marketing tools in order to reach the customer effectively, there are various suggestions for the composition of the promotional mix (as at the beginning they were used separately).

The analysis of scientific literature.
Kotler P. [2] defines five major elements of promotional mix: advertising, personal selling, sales promotion, public relations, direct marketing.

Advertising is defined as “any paid form of non-personal presentation and promotion of ideas, goods or services by an identified sponsor”. Some forms that are understood as forms of advertising: print, broadcast, outdoor and other forms.

The definition of personal selling is provided as follows: “personal presentation by the firm’s sales force for the purpose of making sales and building customer relationships”. The forms of presenting personal selling are: sales presentations, trade shows, and incentive programs.
Sales promotion, according to Kotler, is “short time incentives to encourage the purchase or sale of a product or service”. Point-of-purchase displays, premiums, discounts, coupons, specialty advertising and demonstrations are the forms of sales promotion.

Kotler P. [2] provides the definition of public relations as follows: “building good relations with the company’s various publics by obtaining favorable publicity, building up a good corporate image, and handling or heading off unfavorable rumors, stories and events”.

Direct marketing is defined as “direct connections with carefully targeted individual consumers to both obtain an immediate response and cultivate lasting customer relationships”. Forms of this ICM element are: catalogs, telemarketing, fax, kiosks, the Internet and else.

Philip J. Kitchen and Patrick De Pelsmacker [3] presented a promotional mix which consists of “seven main elements of modern promotion”: advertising, sales promotion, direct marketing, marketing public relations, sponsorship, internet or e-communications, relationship marketing.

Kitchen [3] defines three main types of promotion: consumer (and retailer) promotions; trade promotions; sales force promotions, and all these types have a wide variety of tools available. But, because of short-term orientation, sales promotions (especially trade promotions) use an increasingly important part of IMC budget.

Blythe J. [4] at the very beginning of talking about the promotional mix (IMC mix) names four elements of the basic promotional mix: advertising, sales promotion, personal selling, public relations. This author provides an outstanding definition of promotional mix: “the promotional mix is like a recipe, in which the ingredients must be added at the right times and in the right quantities for the promotion to be effective”.

Pike S. [5] there are listed only five elements of IMC, which are as follows: advertising, personal selling, sales promotion, public relations, direct marketing.

**Purpose of the article** is to make an analysis of two different companies.

**Results of the study. United Colors of Benetton (UCB).** UCB is one of the largest Europe’s clothing manufacturers and the world’s largest consumer of wool products in the garment sector [6]. Today this company is present in 120 countries. The stores are managed by independent partners and generate a total turnover of over 2 billion euro. It is a company with high Italian quality, whose style and design are clearly seen in the UCB and more fashion-oriented “Sisley” brand and in sportswear “Playlife” brand.

UCB advertising principle is very simple – “take a powerful image and stamp a logo in a corner”. Person responsible for advertising - Oliviero Toscani established the image of company as one of the most powerful brands in the world. He says that „the advertising industry does not recognize its power to influence culture for the better“, that advertising is a waste of time or communication and very expensive. So the UCB try to have an image that will make people to discuss, help to see the world differently. That is the reason why UCB is using social advertising where people can see AIDS victims or newborn baby with blood. In company’s advertisements labeled clothing never appear, only a logo in the corner of the picture.

“Peace and brotherhood”. It was a message to the world from UCB in 1993. The company was addressing the issue of racism and in the ads people could see a black woman breastfeeding a white child. Later UCB launched AIDS and Safe Sex campaign and these advertisements raised companies brand profile, although it cause problems with customers and retailers. According to Toscani „it was advertisement of reality“. Advertising campaign for Benetton was really cheap; they spend 4 % of the income.

Nowadays this company has Public Relations offices in every country. Furthermore UCB sponsor volleyball team in Italy and Formula 1.

This company is using Philip Kotler strategy. All points are in UCB Company’s marketing message: „Benetton cares about the controversial issues and wants to see a discussion about these topics“. The company is responsible for personal contact, they are available for everyone: „no matter your skin color, living region, social background or sexual preference“.
Vodafone Group - is a global telecommunicating company headquartered in United Kingdom [7]. Marketing involves customers’ needs and finding them the right product or service at suitable price. Vodafone seeks to get new customers and aims to keep old ones by emphasizing their unique brand.

Vodafone aim is to improve its profit margin by adding value to its products and services. They try to earn more from products which they sell, like ‘Vodafone live’ service, that lets users to download pictures, music, games or information.

Vodafone advertising: This company advertises its brand with sports icons such as David Beckham; Vodafone ads on TV, in magazines or other media outlets; Stores have special offers; Stores, products with the Vodafone image.

Company is providing plenty of positive press coverage, world-of-mouth and public relations. Vodafone uses planned and continuous public relations (PR) which lets to establishing and maintaining good relationships with public. Vodafone partners with Manchester United football team and Ferrari - Vodafone sends information for clients about sports.

Sponsorship for Vodafone is more than having a logo on a shirt or a racing car. The company tries to act as ambassadors for their brand saying to the world: “This brand is all about being dependable, empathetic, and innovative, can do and full of vitality and life” [8].

Company moved their communication to the Internet, because Vodafone network is used by more than 332 million users in more than 40 countries. They have the main Vodafone website where customers can order new communication plans, buy a telephone or pay for the bills. Vodafone suggest for their customers social networking (chat and dating), entertainment (music, videos or TV). What is more – using it users can order a mobile internet on PC or mobile phone.

Vodafone is using Philip J. Kitchen strategy which was mentioned before and emphasizes seven elements.

The results of four authors analyzed in this paper are summarized in table 1.

Table 1. The results of research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales promotion</td>
<td>Sales promotion</td>
<td>Sales promotion</td>
<td>Sales promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal selling</td>
<td>Internet or e-communications</td>
<td>Personal selling</td>
<td>Personal selling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public relations</td>
<td>Marketing public relations</td>
<td>Public relations</td>
<td>Public relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct marketing</td>
<td>Direct marketing</td>
<td>Publicity</td>
<td>Direct marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsorship</td>
<td>Sponsorship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions: As it is seen from the table below, there are only three elements of Integrated Marketing Communications (IMC) that were named by all of four authors: advertising, sales promotion and public relations (although P. J. Kitchen called this element marketing public relations). According to this, a conclusion can be made that the most successful result in selling a product or service can be reached by combining these three elements. IMC elements, causing the effective growth of sales are: personal presentation and promotion of good or service, short time incentives to encourage purchase of goods or services and building good relations with publics including building up a good corporate image.
From the two different foreign company analysis it is clear that companies can choose and adapt different elements and get great results in communication with customers, public.
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Problem of the paper - what are possible social entrepreneurship drivers and challenges in Lithuania? As there is a wide global attention to social entrepreneurship from policy makers, academics, practitioners, and the general public, but revealing that the social entrepreneurship theory is still in the stage of conceptualization as different countries have different social entrepreneurship coverage specifics and attitudes to social entrepreneurship initiatives, this work tries to complement the lack of research work relating the social entrepreneurship phenomenon by proposing what is the current situation of social entrepreneurship in Lithuania. Methodology consists of 3 steps - scientific literature analysis, experts interview, social entrepreneurship representatives online survey. Although social entrepreneurship is claimed to be a new phenomenon in Lithuania, there are already some scientific works done and cases to be as claimed as good practises.
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